
Electron-Ion Collider (EIC):

An Introduction to the Particle Identification System

Abstract

Excellent particle identification (PID) is an essential component of the detector design for
the Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) and it will be vital for achieving the exciting physics program.
A state-of-the-art PID system, comprising several innovative detectors, will be essential for
disentangling the interactions happening in the EIC collisions. The high performance PID
system is necessary to provide reliable separation of lepton and hadron tracks over wides ranges
in rapidity and momenta, and to successfully identify between the different final-state lepton and
hadron types. Here we provide an introduction to the PID requirements. We also introduce some
of the specific EIC challenges and resulting current concepts concerning the implementation of
an integrated PID system for the central detector.

1 Motivation

Excellent particle identification (PID), achievable via state-of-the-art particle detection systems,
will be at the heart of the EIC to ensure that its wide physics programme can be fully realized [1, 2].
The high energy and high rate collisions of electrons (e) and ions (A) will produce numerous
different particles in the interaction region (IR) [3]. PID will be essential to select and reconstruct
the reactions of interest and minimise contamination from unwanted background particles (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: An excellent PID system will be essential for realising the vast EIC physics programme.

PID will be essential for flavour tagging, shedding light on which partons were involved in the
collisions and how different quark flavours contribute to the nucleon’s properties. Identification
of hadrons in the final state, particularly pions (π), kaons (K) and protons (p), is consequently
a crucial requirement for several key EIC topics. For example, 3D imaging of the nucleon in
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momentum space through semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering (SIDIS), where flavour tagging
will provide insights into transverse momentum distributions and, potentially, the orbital angular
momentum of the strange sea.

Measurements of rare particle decays accessible at the EIC will also be impossible without PID,
and a reliable PID system will assist in reducing combinatorial backgrounds for these measurements.
One key example is the study of open charm via the decay of D0 particles into several combinations
of π and K, which will be important for probing the distribution of gluons in protons and nuclei.
PID will reduce wrong π/K combinations from different decays in the measurement (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: An example search for short-lived D0 particles in the EIC, via decays into charged π/K
hadrons [4]. With a PID system, reconstruction of the D0 → π+K− decay is more obvious (red peak).

Reliable lepton identification will be essential to achieve the above physics topics, for instance
separating scattered lepton tracks from final state hadrons, or identifying final state leptons in
particle decay series. This will be necessary to achieve complete kinematic reconstruction of the
scattering events and to widen the reach of planned measurements to kinematics where pion back-
grounds are large, hence reducing contamination.

The distribution of particles produced in the collisions will ultimately depend on the specific
process, however in general the hadron production kinematics will follow the energies of the colliding
beams. If a reaction produces a hadron traveling in the direction of the p/A beam, the hadron
may have a momentum which is a significant fraction of the beam momentum. Whereas if the
hadron is produced in the opposite (e beam) direction, it cannot acquire more momentum than the
e beam. In the central region, immediately surrounding the IR, hadrons will be produced over a
wide range of momenta. This will depend strongly upon the transverse momentum component (pT )
of the hadron and the kinematics of the process, rather than the energies of the colliding beams.
This asymmetric nature of the production kinematics, combined with additional challenges such as
accessible kinematic coverages and space constraints, demands a tailored suite of complimentary
detector systems in the different regions of the central detector (CD), to provide excellent PID in
different required rapidity and momentum ranges. We will now discuss the specific PID kinematic
coverages required in the different regions of the CD and the constraints which must be met.

2 Requirements

The PID capabilities required to reconstruct the final-states will depend on the reaction being
measured, and within the scope of this document we only consider general PID requirements.
However, the detector has been designed to satisfy the entire physics program [1]. As discussed
fully in [2, 3], deep inelastic scattering (DIS) represents a flagship EIC measurement and serves as
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an instructive example for the PID requirements. Reliable PID of the final state particles will be
crucial for all variations of DIS to be measured at the EIC, namely:

• inclusive (only the scattered lepton is measured);

• semi-inclusive (at least one final-state particle and the scattered lepton are measured);

• exclusive (all final-state particles are measured).

Some reactions will generate jets, comprising mainly hadrons, which also must be detected.

2.1 Lepton Identification

Lepton identification will be extremely important. It will be vital to identify scattered leptons to
fully reconstruct the scattering reactions, since measuring the four-momenta of the scattered lepton
provides the necessary information to calculate the kinematic variables of DIS events [2]. In every
DIS variation it will therefore be critical to both separate lepton tracks from any other final state
hadrons/background particles, and to identify the scattered lepton types - either the scattered e
for neutral current reactions, or the neutrino for charged current reactions. Several planned rare
physics measurements will also rely on particle decays into leptons, for example J/ψ → e+e−.

Lepton PID will furthermore be crucial for background reduction. A significant yield of π, over-
lapping in kinematics with scattered e, are expected in the CD, demanding strong e/π separation
capabilities. An example is given in Fig. 3, which shows expected momenta of scattered e (red), π−

(blue) and secondaries (green) hitting the e endcap, for collisions between 10 GeV e and 100 GeV
p beams. At low momenta in this example, there exists a strong possibility for π mis-identification
as e, contributing background. This must therefore be kept to a minimum in the EIC.

Figure 3: Momentum distributions of scattered e (red), π− (blue), and secondaries (green) hitting the e
endcap for collisions between 10 GeV e and 100 GeV p beams (a common configuration). At low momenta
it will be important to reliably separate e from π−.

2.2 Hadron Identification

To select different reactions hadron tracks must be separated from each other, as well as from the
scattered lepton. The different hadron species must also be identified. For example, in SIDIS we will
need to identify the scattered e and at least one, out of many, hadrons produced (Fig. 4). Typical
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Figure 4: SIDIS: an e scatters from a quark inside a nucleon (p), producing several hadrons (π and p). To
study the reaction, we need excellent PID of the scattered e and at least one final-state hadron.

hadrons will be π, K and p, with π being the most common. Flavour tagging will be powerful
to disentangle distributions for the quark/anti-quark flavours inside the nucleon, e.g. detection of
π will provide information about light quarks in the nucleon, whilst K will allow us to study sea
quark and gluon distributions.

Fig. 5 shows simulated distributions of rapidity y against momentum for π produced in SIDIS,
for a range of e and A beam energies. This illustrates typical kinematic coverages that different

Figure 5: Simulated rapidity versus momentum for pions produced in SIDIS, after applying certain reaction
cuts. Each plot shows results for different e (left number) and A beam (right number) energies. The plot
for e and A beam energies of 10 and 100 GeV has the required PID coverage for different regions of the CD
indicated (hadron and e endcaps in blue and red, central barrel in green).

regions of the CD must provide PID for. The central barrel covers rapidities |y| < 1. SIDIS hadrons
produced in this region would have mostly low momenta (<2 GeV/c), but with a small tail ranging
up to ∼10 GeV/c. In the e (y < −1) and hadron (y > 1) endcaps, higher momenta hadrons must be
identified. The hadron endcap must cover the highest flux of high momentum hadrons. Although,
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there also exists a significant flux of slightly lower momenta hadrons to be identified in the e endcap
due to low-x DIS events. The expected regions covered by the barrel (green) and e/hadron endcaps
(red/blue), are indicated for one typical example.

Another important factor for the PID system, beyond expected kinematics, is expected yields
and resulting contamination arising from mis-identifying particles. For example, considering the
SIDIS case above (Fig. 5), π in the final state will greatly outnumber K, with the K-yield expected
to be ∼10 - 15 % of the π yield. Poor PID would result in π being mis-identified as K. In general,
to reduce contamination to an acceptable level, a separation power of ≥ 3σ will be required from
the PID system in the EIC.

2.3 Summarised Requirements

The kinematics of the particles created by the e/A collisions will constrain the type of PID detectors
used and ultimately determine the final PID system. As noted above, the momenta of the produced
hadrons loosely follow the colliding beam energies in the endcaps. In the central region hadrons
will be produced over a wide range of moderate momenta, with the distribution driven by the
kinematics of the process (Q2, pT ) rather than the colliding beam energies. However, as high a
reach in (Q2, pT ) as possible will maximise the physics opportunities. Here, a greater PID coverage
directly translates into high impact physics measurements, for instance offering a larger lever arm
in Q2, which is a key goal for the EIC, as well as an improved ability to probe deeper into the
high-pT region of SIDIS.

Excellent lepton PID will be essential for several DIS and rare particle decay measurements.
Due to high numbers of unwanted π, from background processes, it will also be particularly crucial
to reliably separate these from the scattered e. In the e beam direction and central region, e will
travel with momenta < 10 GeV/c. In the hadron-endcap direction, the e can however acquire more
energy, reaching up to 100 GeV/c.

The general CD PID requirements, which must be met to satisfy the complete EIC physics
programme, are summarised in Table 1. We will now discuss the CD and some of its specific
constraints impacting the selection of the PID detectors in the different reagions of the CD.

Table 1: Very general demands for PID in the different regions of the EIC CD.

Electron - Endcap Barrel Hadron - Endcap

Electrons < 10 GeV/c < 10 GeV/c < 100 GeV/c

Hadrons (π/K/p) < 10 GeV/c <5 - 7 GeV/c < 50 GeV/c

3 Central Detector and Constraints

The JLEIC will provide a ∼ 100 % full acceptance detector, to measure complete final states with
high resolution. A full description of the IR, its corresponding 80+ m long detector chain and inte-
gration with the accelerator lattice is found in [3]. We will focus upon the CD (Fig. 6), immediately
surrounding the region where the e and A beams collide, at interaction point 1 (IP1).

The CD is fairly compact, with ∼9 m length and ∼3 m diameter. It is modular, with three
regions: the e and hadron endcaps in the e and A beam directions, and a central barrel surrounding
IP1. CD detectors must withstand luminosities ranging up to ∼1034 cm−2s−1. Centre of mass
energies will vary from 20 - 100 GeV, and the CD must also be able to reach very low Bjorken-x
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Figure 6: Cross-sectional view of a simulation of the JLEIC CD (and part of the far forward detectors).
The CD will roughly have ∼9 m length and ∼3 m diameter

(∼10−4). A vertex resolution of ∼0.1 mm and momentum resolution of ∼100 MeV (or 1 %) will
be required. For tracking and momentum analysis of charged particles, the central barrel will be
equipped with a solenoid. Any detectors within the barrel must therefore be immune to magnetic
fields. Residual fields will exist in the endcaps, which will be strong and non-uniform across varying
angles, and will be challenging for detector designs. The solenoid dimensions result in constricted
space available in the CD, also partly caused by the need for the CD to be as hermetic as possible.

To meet the PID requirements a suite of innovative sub-detectors is required, as discussed in
the following section. These detectors will be located in different regions to provide a full kinematic
coverage, and must adhere to the CD constraints described above.

4 PID Detectors in the Central Detector

The suite of CD sub-detectors used to measure traversing particles (Fig. 7), will include:

• vertex detectors, for ultra-fine mapping of particle paths very close to the collisions;

• tracking detectors to map particle trajectories, determine their charges and momenta;

• detectors dedicated for PID, to reveal particle species;

• calorimeters to measure particle energies and distinguish between leptons and hadrons.

On a first level, PID may be made based on a particle’s charge and whether it undergoes mainly
electromagnetic (EM) and/or hadronic interactions.

Since the vertex/tracking detectors will be encompassed within the solenoid, the curvatures
of particles’ paths will reveal their charge. Similarly, charged particles will leave signals in the
vertex/tracking detectors, whereas neutral particles will leave no trace. The tracking detectors will
offer some level of PID via specific energy loss (dE/dx) measurements. dE/dx measurements will
be used for low momenta particles, and particularly for e/π separation. The trackers may comprise
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Figure 7: Cross-sectional (top) view of the central detector, and a proposed detector suite option.

several types. Options include gaseous based detectors for the endcaps: time projection chambers
(TPC); drift chambers (DC); gaseous electron multipliers (GEM). However, the vertex trackers in
the barrel which immediately surround the beam lines, will have a higher precision and will be
based on silicon. The hadron endcap may also incorporate a transition radiation detector (TRD)
within its tracking system, commonly useful for e/π separation at higher momenta, which could
offer improved e PID in the endcap reaching up to 100 GeV/c.

Calorimeters will measure particle energies through either EM or hadronic interactions, and
will be used to separate hadrons/jets from leptons and photons (γ). The EM calorimeter will play
a crucial role in lepton/hadron separation and lepton PID. Calorimeters will additionally help in
the PID of neutral particles, which will leave no signal in vertex/tracking, but will leave signals in
calorimeters.

To specify further between hadrons (particularly π/K/p), a combined system of high-performance
PID detectors are planned, and currently undergoing intensive R &D. These include a fast time-of-
flight (TOF) system and three Cherenkov detectors: the modular and the dual radiator ring imag-
ing Cherenkov (RICH) detectors, and a detection of internally reflected Cherenkov light (DIRC)
detector.

The envisaged system has been arranged and optimized to detect and identify the complete
final state of expected nuclear reactions, including all partonic and nuclear fragments and scattered
leptons. The different PID detectors and their coverages are introduced in more detail below, but
for more detailed descriptions of the detectors please see the relevant documentation series articles.

4.1 Ultra-Fast 4 π Time-Of-Flight System

A high timing resolution TOF system will be powerful for PID of hadrons with momenta <10 GeV/c
and, when combined with dE/dx measurements, will provide e identification up to several GeV/c.

The TOF system will offer 4π coverage, i.e. across all rapidities, being installed in all CD
regions. It will be particularly important in the hadron endcap, since the majority of hadrons
produced by collisions will travel in this direction, with momenta lying within the TOF coverage.

At the high energy scales in the EIC, as particles’ momenta increase, flight times for different
particles will begin to converge. The TOF system aims to push current state-of-the-art limits in
timing detectors, to expand the upper momentum reach of the TOF system.
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4.2 Cherenkov Detectors

A system of Cherenkov detectors will be used for particles with momenta exceeding the TOF
coverage. The central barrel will be equipped with a DIRC detector and each endcap will house
a RICH detector. Again, due to the asymmetric nature of the colliding beams and production
kinematics, the designs will be completely different from each other.

4.2.1 Dual-RICH Detector in the Hadron Endcap

The hadron endcap must offer PID for both the widest momentum range and the highest momentum
hadrons. To provide coverage across the entire range, a dual radiator RICH is planned. This will
provide≥3σ π/K/p separation from∼2.5 GeV/c up to at least∼50 GeV/c, and≥3σ e/π separation
up to ∼20 GeV/c.

Each radiator will have a different refractive index and hence different momentum coverage.
The radiators will be solid aerogel and a gas mix, for lower and higher momenta respectively. A
focussing mirror design is envisaged, with spherical mirrors reflecting Cherenkov light outwards to
the sensors, which are placed in the shadow of the barrel EM-calorimeter. Extensive studies are
underway to optimise the design, including minimising smearing of the resolution caused by the
position of the RICH within the solenoid fringe field.

4.2.2 Modular RICH Detector in the Electron Endcap

The e endcap will incorporate a modular RICH detector (m-RICH), which aims to provide π/K
separation from ∼3 GeV/c up to ∼10 GeV/c. A modular design is proposed, where a larger detec-
tor is comprised of smaller, independent modules. Each module will house one proximity focussing
RICH detector, each with an aerogel radiator. The proximity technique, where the image is pro-
jected onto a highly pixelated sensor plane, is useful due to the restricted depth available in the
EIC. Again, extensive studies are underway to optimise the design and achievable resolution.

If there is the need to extend the momentum coverage for improved e/π discrimination than
that currently available at a later date, a hadron blind detector (HBD) may also be installed in the
e endcap, which consists of a gaseous threshold Cherenkov detector.

4.2.3 DIRC Detector in the Central Barrel

A DIRC detector will be located in the central barrel, within the solenoid. The DIRC detector
offers an elegant imaging Cherenkov detector solution for this extremely space-constricted region,
fulfilling the requirement of having an extremely compact radial thickness. The DIRC will provide
PID capability for: ≥ 3σ p/K, π/K, e/π separations over a wide momentum range, up to 10 GeV/c,
6 GeV/c and 1.8 GeV/c respectively. Again, intensive DIRC technology R & D efforts are underway
to ensure that the required resolution is achieved.

5 Combined Global PID System

The specific PID detectors we have discussed offer superior performances across different momen-
tum ranges. For the EIC, requiring typical PID separation powers of Nσ ≥ 3σ and background
π rejection factors of ∼100, a synergistic combination of the different detectors will be used to
meet these requirements. The final configuration will depend on several factors, however a chart
representing an example solution is given in Fig. 8.
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Figure 8: Several detectors are required for a combined PID system in the CD due to the wide range
of particle kinematics, rapidities and different constraints of the CD regions. The chart represents only a
general example and the final system will depend on several factors.

5.1 Hadron Identification

The high resolution TOF system will provide efficient hadron PID in all regions of the CD, covering
a range up to the Cherenkov threshold momenta, above which the different Cherenkov PID detectors
will take over. The mRICH and dual-RICH detectors will provide the necessary hadron PID in
the e and hadron endcaps, with the DIRC detector providing the PID in the barrel. Several ray
tracing reconstruction algorithms (for example direct, event level and inverse ray tracing) will be
studied and optimised to improve the PID efficiency, cope with disentangling multiple tracks, and
minimise mis-identification.

5.2 Lepton Identification

The 4π EM calorimeter will foremost be vital for lepton PID. Eventually, however, the lepton PID
performance from the EM calorimeter alone is limited, due to charge-exchange events yielding EM
showers which are indistinguishable amongst those associated with either e or charged tracks. Be-
low the Cherenkov thresholds, in all regions, the TOF system and dE/dx information from tracking
detectors will be used for supplementary lepton PID. Above the Cherenkov thresholds, where the
TOF system and dE/dx techniques become redundant, the mRICH, dual-RICH and DIRC de-
tectors will also be useful for separating hadron and lepton tracks. The m-RICH and the DIRC
will be particularly important, suppressing low-momentum charged pion backgrounds to improve
scattered e PID in kinematics where the scattered e typically loses energy in the CD frame. To
improve lepton PID at higher momenta, i.e. kinematics where separation from Cherenkov detec-
tors becomes more difficult, additional detectors for improved e/π separation may be considered.
Options include the HBD, TRD and supplementary information from a hadron calorimeter placed
behind the EM calorimeter in the hadron endcap. However, an active R & D programme is striv-
ing towards pushing the high momentum reach and e/π separation capabilities of the currently
planned Cherenkov detectors (m-RICH, DIRC, dual-RICH), with initial tests and design consid-
erations offering promising routes to achieve this. This would yield a simpler CD detector system
and eliminate any requirements for the additional detector systems.
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6 Summary

The EIC physics program [1] will require outstanding PID, over a large range of solid angles
and particle momenta, to identify various final-state particles resulting from the high energy e/A
collisions. To provide a couple of examples, this will be essential for studying the current jets, in
particular through exclusive and semi-inclusive DIS processes, which allow for imaging of the 3D
structure of the nucleon, and will also be important for heavy-flavour physics.

We have provided an introduction into why PID will be necessary in the EIC, and discussed
the current PID system concept for the CD, comprising several detectors. The finalised suite of
detectors will depend on the findings of significant on-going research and development efforts.
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